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Police seek
suspect in
attempted
kidnapping
B~ ErIn WIllis
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Cultural Center Coordinator Tam Dinh
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TcitnDinh says goodbye to Boise State
Cultural center coordinator criticizes university
for failing to support minority students
asked if they really want to do
that."
Dinh said she is frustrated
Tam Dinh, Boise State's cul- by her lack of institutional
tural coordinator, will resign power to help students who
today as a result of what she feel they have been subjected to
cal1s the university's lack of discrimination on campus.
"You have to be strong to
support for minority students
even go to affirmative action,"
on campus.
Dinh said. "The students know
Dinh has served as Cultural
Center coordinator since July, I would protect them, but they
also know that I, have no
2000.
Dinh said her decision to power."
Director of Affirmative
resign was influenced by several factors, including a lack of . Action Betty Hecker said she
power to support minority stu- doesn't discourage students
dents and allegations that from filing complaints, but part
minority students are encour- of her job is to poirit out options
aged to drop affinnative action to students.
"I've never done that,"
complaints by the officeof affirHecker said. "When anyone
mative action.
Dinh said the affirmative comes to me with a complaint
action officeon campus has dis- of discrimination I give them an
suaded minority students from outline of their choices. I have
fol1owing through on com- , provided students with the
plaints in an effort to maintain a number to the Idaho Human
tolerant image on campus.
' Rights Commission. I have
"Students referred by me to advocated for minority stuthe affirmative action office say dents' and have always give
they will never go back because them options but I can't interthey are encouraged to not fol-- pret how students accept what I
low through," DIDhsaid. "They say." ,
Dinh also said she is discourare told they will have to deal
with these people later and are , aged by her lack of institutional

Bn Andy Benson
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power to support minority students.
'
"I'm on the same level as
homecoming," Dinh said. "I
don't have the authority to
effectively advocate for minority students. I have to go
through three levels to get to a
vice president."
,
Dinh cited a minority affairs
professional survey which
shows that 64 ,percent of campus minority affairs personnel
report directly to either a university vice president or to the
university president.
Student
Affairs
Vice
President Peg Blake said, however, that Dinh's job as cultural
center coordinator doesn't
~equireher to have that'level of
Influence. '
"I~is very rare that a person
who manages a cultural center
would report anywhere other
then a student union. There are
diversity positions that report
to a president or a vice president but they work with faculty
or on curriculum development,
issues larger then our cultural
center."
Blake also said that the university planned to create a
minority affairs position with
more institutional power, liut
budget cuts forced the university to delay until funding is

available.
Dinh also said she has been
muzzled from speaking on
political issues that effect
minority students on campus.
One example was the controversy surrounding the issue
of renaming Idaho place names
that include the word "squaw."
Dinh said as an advocate for
minority students, she needs to
explain how political issues
impact them.
"I'm here to tell people how
these issues effect minority students," Dinh said.
Blake
said
university
employees need to refrain from
speaKingon political issues if it
seems they might represent the
university as a whole.
,
"That's a tough line for anyone to draw. When representing the university, we can't take
stands on any issue that is politically charged," Blake said.
"When you are paid by the state
you cannot take a side on any
kind of political issue. It can be
tough some times,but you have
to keep your mouth shut if H
seems you are representing the
university."
Dinh has supporters among
the student body who feel she
wasn't granted the power to
effectivelydo her job.
see GOODBYEpage 2

Will work for change
This also includes hate
crimes committed against
people for reasons of gender
or sexual orientation.
government to help victims
Katz is nationally recogof violence," Win trow said.
nized for his groundbreakTake Back the Night
ing work in a the field of
demonstrations
have been gender violence, in prevenheld throughout the United tion and education with men
States since 1978. The first and boys.
take Back the Night originatAt the rally, people will
ed in Germany in 1973 in ' be given cards called "pockresponse to a series of sexual et change"
that contain
assaults, rapes, and mur- resources in our community
ders.
for women who need help,
Today, marches are held how to report a violent
in numerous' cities in North
crime, and tips for men and
America, India, and Europe.
women to how to preveni
While different organizaviolence in relationships.
tions sponsor individual ralParticipants will also be
lies, the Take Back the Night gi"en postcards. that they
message is always the same: cap maHto their senators
"We march to demand that with information asking for
the perpetrators of this vio-additional
money to be
lence-the
batters,
the given,' t<;>the. police depart- ..
rapists, the murderers-be
ments In order to 'follow
held responsible for their through with the investigaactions and be made to tions of rape. '.
.
change."
Many rape cases in this
Jackson Katz, a leading
state and others do not get
anti-sexist
male activist,
processed . because
the
defines the term. gender vio- . department does not have
lence as, "a continuum of the funds fo doDNA testing.
violent "arid
controlling
"The message of this rally
behaviors' perpetrated by an is that unfortunately
vio-·
individual'sl'artner,forme~
lence is·persuasive.But
it
partner ,.'or". acquaintance~
seems invisible" because. we
including physicalviol~ce,;don'ttalkaboutit;we
don't
sexual. reltltions'witno'lit
take"a;staI\d,'l'(
ainstit.
"Genderviol¢fiCee~eCts Inl!ll;··
'. affirmative'consent,ariQaets
of .verbal" nonverbal,
or ,women; aful:diildrett;,These .
physicalaggressioh;il\timi~
:t:al~es'Jtel~,,~~~~t~?~%U:-·
dation, or' hostility'pased on ,cahon, ,Winttow,S81di .r,.",
'
se~.'" '.,
'. "
".
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Rally to promote awareness of
violence against women tonight
B~ Amy Wegner

Tie, Arbiter
Tonight, a rally against
violence will be held at the
BSU Amphitheater.
The
Take Back the Night and .the
Day is a worldwide rally
held all over the world at
various times throughout
the year. This year's theme
in Boise is "Will Work for
Change."
.
Melissa Wintrow, director
of the Women's Center, said,
"Basically this march is an
international move to. raise
awareness of the atrocity of
gender violence. It is a symbolic way to say, 'lam taking
back, not going to let darkness, acts of violence, to rule
my life.'"
. The purpose of the event
is to protest not only violence against. women, but.
also the larger picture' of
gender violence and to promote awareness of the' attitudes, beliefs, and behtwiors,
which perpetuate this specific type of violence.
.
The Take Back the Ni~ht
• .Rally is designed to., bring
empowerment. to individu~.,
als to inspire action that will·
bring an eridto violence.
"Thisis a visible shoW of
solidarity to oppose vio.tence, and try to .inspire the
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On the evening of Saturday,
April 6, an unknown male
approached a female dorm
resident walking alone on the
campus
of Boise State
University.
According to the police
report, the woman was walking past the greenhouse near
the Science and Nursing
Building around 10 p.m. when
a young man approached and
grabbed her right arm. The
man asked the student where
she was going.
The woman pulled' away,
and the man grabbed her
again and said, "I think you to take safety precautions.
should come with me."
Sergeant Gary Rouse said
She resisted and became escorts are available to walk
verbally aggressive, and' the students on campus by calling
suspect fled toward
the' the campus substation at 426Greenbelt ..
1453.
The woman's roommate
The sheriffs office issued
later reported the incident to an artist's sketch of the suspect
officers at the campus substato the local media that generattion of the Ada County ed several tips. Detectives are
Sheriff's Office.
preparing a photo line-up to
The suspect is described as help ,identify the man.
a 20-year-old man of medium
If found, the suspect may
build, standing 5 feet, 3 inches face an attempted .secondtal1. He has dark-blond to degree kidnapping charge,
light-brown hair,approxiwhich carrieS a minimum onemately one inch in length. He year sentence.
. .
was also wearing a nondePolice ask that anyone with
script jacket.
information call Detective
University security issued Todd Dehlin, 377-6656, or the
fliers and a mass e-mail advis- campus substation, 426-1453.
ing dorm residents of the incident and reminding students

BSUEnglish Dept. waiting
for other shoe to drop
Budget cutbacks
reduced faculty,
liniit course optionS
B~ Mgry' Marggret

T u: Arbiter
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The English department is
now smaller; however, there
are some questions as to
whether the eliminated positions and cut classes will
have an effect on the quality
and functionality
of the
department in the years to
come.
English department dean
Ken Sanderson says three of
the five English department
vacancies were eliminated
because of the new budget.
The three faculty positions
lost were composition and
rhetoric, technical communication and British literature.
The faculty were cut
because of the limited budget allotment as dictated by
the recent state government
funding cuts caused by the
worsened economy.
"The money is gone. We
won't be able to provide
what we provided before,"
Sanderson says.
Less money equals less
faculty, ,and because of the
three now absent positions,
the department
is being
forced to offer fewer classes
at the composition level and
courses for majors.
The amount of money:
allotted to the department
determines what Classes are
provided for students.
'Neither
senior English
major Eric Elliott nor Junior
Tech, Comm. major DeAnna
Daily knew anything of the
~nglish department faculty

cutbacks or classe~ having
been cut'.
Elliott said he feels very,
strongly about the importance of British literature,
one of the three positions no
longer available.
"British literature is the
foundation of the (English)
major. You can't
study
English without studying
British Literature,"
Elliott
said.
Daily, on the other hand,
takes an opposite vantage
point.
..
"British Lit. - fun, but
unnecessary. You just read
about British poets and talk
about them," Daily said.
Daily has taken all three
classes recently cut from the
. English department and said
the
Composition
and
Rhetoric class is the most
useful class she's taken in
her college career. She says
every college student should
take the class.
She said the Technical
Communication class is helpful, ,but limited in appeal.
Daily said not many English
majors take the class, but it is
valuable for someone who is
pursuing an English career
and wants to be employable
after gr~duation.
Elliott suggests if students
need a class that has been
cut, they should talk with the
chair about a creative way to
take the class.
.
These might be an independent
study or having
another
professor"
who
knows the subject matter
well, teach the class. He has a
good outlook "about
the
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awarenessabouttheopportu,'

'and itlfIat:abJ¢:~ain~.,'.
".
. Over 60 ~infonnation
iuldfOOd bObthsWill.provtde,
','
.. ""I.T-'
exhibitions,l·~o/.'
.....;.:.;,"nStfations

:.<, .." ,:'.'•...
,,:,:.;.,' '. e.'. • e ni.~.·todO.nate.. in the fUture.
n·<..
. .llowiriS:th~ drive~ inforslili:tS;~rl<1It\!;I rn~,' ",
1t,,~... tic pn&..April~,., ..,mation
packetS..will.be gIVen to'
Admlssiollcto:Boif;e, State
.. ':"
,,'
all Boise salons:~
way, if aEarth'P~Y$'~:~:~~;
'The'. .Boise: State Honors
'customer decides to cut at least For JllO~,:~tma.,tiollc;ill426
'S4i~ent ~tion
is spon10 inches, the hair won't go to 1223,:"
.'. "..,::
,soring"Locl<s of Love," :l'hair . waste.
,
. drive in which donations will
To make an appointment to Volunteer yoltr time, help
be used to make wigs for chil- donate or for more informa- .Improve community
dren with medical hair loss.
tion, contact Stacy Ray at 426Help improve the Treasure
Boise Hair Company in the
7228.
Valley by attending ''Into the
Shopko Plaza, 8065 Fairview
Trees," a morning of volunteer
Earth Day with
Ave., is donating their time to Celebrate
projects organized by Boise
provide free cuts and styles for music, food, games and guest
State University . Volunteer
speakers
those donating.
.
Services Board from 9 a.m.-1
The cut-off begins at 9 a.m.
p.m. Saturday.
.
Roving magicians, roving
and lasts until 2 p.m. on
Participants should meet at
Saturday. Food and music will minstrels, rockin' musicians
the Student Union Food Court .
and morewill help celebrate
be proVIded.
.
at 9 a.m. A free, light breakfast
Boise
State
University's
Earth
Donated hair is evaluated
will be·provided.
'
for its usefulness according to Day Spring Fling from noon to
Some of the projects include
8 p.m. Saturday at Julia Davis
the following guidelines:
wetland restoration with Idaho
Park.
It must be at least 10 healthy
Fish and Game, cleaning up
On
the
main
stage
will
be
inched in length.
the' park in Garden City and
The Clumsy
It must be bundled in a local bands
several activities at Zoo Boise.
Lovers,
Marcus
Eaton
and
the
ponytail or braid.
Some transportation will be
Lobby,
.
Farmdog,
John
It must be free of hair dambut
volunteers
Nemeth and the Three Jacks provided
aged by chemiCal processing
should come prepared to car(no bleach or recent perms). .and 54nVision. a New York
Dyed hair is fine, as long as it is band tl!atfuses flamenco, reg- pool.
For more information or to '
gae and hip-hop.
healthy.
sign-up to volunteer, call 426An
acoustic
stage
will
fea, Locks of Love is a non-prof4240.
ture solo, duo and dance
it organization that provides
troupes from artists such as
recipients with a custom, vacuAndy Porter, Larry Clark,'
um-fitted
hairpiece
made
Experience Polynesian food
Gayle Chapman and more.
entirely from donated human
& culture at Boise State Luau
Four guest speakers will
hair. '
talk about issues ranging from 2002
The vacuum fit creates suenuclear waste in Idaho to hartion with the wearer's head,
Learn about the unique
nessing solar energy. A "Kid's
eliminating the need for adhePolynesian cultures of Hawaii,
Komer" will provide activities
sives.
Tahiti
and
New
for children and adults such as Samoa,
This kind of hairpiece
Zealand
at
Boise
State
sumo
wrestling,
face
and
body
allows children who wear
art, a Jurassic obstacle course, University's Luau 2002 at 6:30
them to resume normal daily
p.m. Saturday, April 27, in the
wax hand art, mask-making
activities.
'~..'.·'·e,.;.••••.,' .•~.: ..:,·~ .•,\.::,'.:.:.·.l.· ..•,.:.:.'.:'.:'
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GOODBYE from page 1
Francisco Pedraza, ASBSU
senator-at-large, questioned the
administration's
commitment
to the cultural center.
"You can't help bu! wonder
how large of a role the administration's
lack
of 3upport
towards her efforts contributed
to her decision to resign,"
Pedraza said.
Pedraza also said that Dinh

goes above and beyond her job
description to help minority
students at the Cultural Center.
"She wasn't hired to counsel
students, but she does that,"
Pedraza said. "She wasn't hired
to stay past 5 p.m. to help students with homework, but she
does that. Tam has made an
impact at Boise State and she
has made this a better place."

Other minority students also
feel that the university readily
cites the Cultural Center when
C1dvertising for BSU, but doesn't
follow through with actual support for the program.
In a letter to President Ruch
criticizing
the
university's
response
to an affirmative
action complaint, ethnic student organizations
criticized

Student

Union

Jordan

Ballroom.
The luau' is presented by .
Boise State's Hui..o.;Aloha
club.
A Fire Knife Dance; coconut
husking, a sing-a-long to the
Hawaiian alphabet song and a
buffet
serving
traditional
Hawaiian foods such as kahlua
pork, teriyaki chicken and
pineapple boats are just a few
of the1iighlighted events at the
luau.
Advance purchase ticket
prices are $17.50 for general
admission. $10.50 for students
of all ages and $5 for children
under 5. Show-only tickets are
$5. Tickets are available at
Select-a-Seat,
426-1766 or
www.idahoticketS.com.
Tickets will be available at
the door for an additional $2.50
per person. Each person who
purchases a dinner/show ticket will receive an orchid lei or a
kukui nut lei. Audience partieip~ts will receive free club Tshirts.
Raffle tickets may be pur- .
chased for $1. Prizes include a
ukelele,
plumeria
jewelry,
Hawaiian print car seat covers
and a black and white photograph by well-known Hawaiin
photographer
Kim Taylor
Reece.
'lbe luau is an opportuiUty
for the students of the Hui..o.;
Aloha club to share their culture with area residents.
Although Polynesian dress
is not required, many people
come dressed in aloha shirts
and wrap skirts. For more
information call 426-4636.

Boise State for only paying lip
service to minority students.
"We know that Boise State
understands the value that we
bring to the university for we
have seen our faces on numerous pamphlets
around campus," they wrote.
"We have seen how our ethnic organization
productions
have been used to bring posi-

! ,

our needs. We do not feel it
tive diversity PR to the univerwhen we are treated in an
sity. We can see that Boise State
insensitive manner by the staff,
cares about diversity, however
many times we do not feel it. faculty, or administrators."
DIDh said that in the end, she
We do not feel it when policies,
that do not take our cultures, , just couldn't live with betraying
her values.
beliefs, values, and traditions
"It's emotionally
tiring,"
into consideration. are used as
Dinh said. "I feel 1was a sell-out
an excuse to deny us certain
and I can't do that."
access or simply because people
are unwilling to change to fit
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WASHINGION
As
President Bush plunges headlong
into efforts to calm the Middle
East, America has a lot riding on
the .outcome, including plans to
oust Iraq's Saddam Hussein,
momentum in the war on terror- .
ism, volatile oil prices in a ~
economy and even Bush's global
credibility.
Neither a new Arab oil embargo . nor another all-out war
between
Israel
and
the
Palestinians is likely.
However, failure to quell the
escalating conflict between Israel
and Palestinians ultimately could
weaken moderate Arab regimes
in ERYPtand Jordan, ignite a protraciecf guerrillawar and threaten
U5. strategic interests.
The greatest danger, however,
may be that if .Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon succeeds in
dismantling Yasser Arafat's secular Palestinian Authority in the
West Bank and Gaza, the political
void will be filled by radical
Islamic groups sum as Hamas
and Hezbol!ah, who oppose any
negotiations with Israel. In mum
the same way, Israel's 1982 invasion of Lebanon, which also was
engineered by Sharon, drove
Arafat and his fighters into exile in
, Tunisia but helped make the
Iranian-backed Hezbollah a political and military power on Israel's
northern border.
The crisis has jolted the White

I

'.

he had ~ sought to avoid. .:
to
his troops "withoUt.
'1£ he does not
ail, his . delaY' from Palestinian terri. ·tories.
prestigesuffers," said
Rep.
he' pledged to remain ,
Hamilton. D-Ind., a respectOO engagedtmtil a solution emerges.
authority on Us. foreign refations.
Some analysts fear Bush may
''The Mld"dleEast tests the presi- have waited too long to intervene
dent much more than the war on in a region boiling with rage,
terrorism."
mum of it aimed at Washington
The Middle East has bedeviled
for its unwavering support of
a long line of ~ents.
Most of IsraeL
thementertheWhiteHouseeager
"What we've seen in the last
to .avoid being. drawn into the few days is an' outpouring of
region's

morass

anger across the Arab world.
People are furious," said Laurie
But involvement is unavoidable
Brand, director of the Center for
Israel has enormous public sup- International Studies at the
port and influenre in the United
University of Southern California.
States, and political stability in the
Street protests erupted in
Pholo bV Boaz OppenheIm.
Middle East is a strategic necessity Morocco, Egypt, Jordan and other
for America to maintain global
countries, including Bahrain, the An Israeli sniper keeps watch near the Mount Hertzl Military Cemetery In Jerusalem, Israel
access to essential oil supplies and
Persian Gulf nation that hosts the on Tuesday, April 16, 2002 prior to the official memorlal day ceremony for fallen soldiers.
to fight global terrorism.
U5. Fifth Fleet, where protesters
In another way of looking at
uation under control, it's going to
.
Without high-level U5.
breached U5. embassy walls last "this whole Israeli-Palestinian
make it very Jwod£qtUS to c::Q!ltil1~.
thing
is
a
big
intrusion."
.Involvement, a oease-fire is unlike- week. Anger in the Arab. populare
ue to prosecute the war on terrorSaddam appears to have
ly and peare may be impossible.
threatens the stability of key Arab
Netailyahu, a rival of Sharon in
ism," said Lawrence Korb, direc"The Israelis and the
allies, specifically Jordan and to a won at least a temporary reprieve,
tor of studies at the Council on the right-wing Likud faction,
"There's
nothing
Palestinians have not been able to lesser degree Egypt, experts said,
Wednesday
in
Foreign Relations in New York. warned
(Saddam) would like better than
solve the confli~ themselves.
forcing their leaders to distance
Washington that if Palestinian sui"You
want
the
Arab
countries
to
for us to be totally diverted by the
Historically we've been the ones
themselves from Washington.
cide bombings succeed in wringIsraeli-Palestinian situation," said dry up financial support for ter- ing concessions from Israel,
that have been best able to help
Among the casualties of rising
rorists,
you
want
them
to
arrest
.them. That's all on the line," said Arab anger. were U5. military Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz .
extremists will begin using the
The U5.-led war on ter- members of al-Qaida and to get to Same deadly tactic in the United
Sen. Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn.
plans to move quickly to topple
the
root
causes
of
the
problem
that
rorism is eclipsed for now as well.
Bush waited until the Iraq's leader. When Vice President
States.
The post-Sept. 11 global led to the attack on the World
eleventh hour before inserting
Dick Cheney visited the region
Trade Center. There's no way
consensus
that
Bush
knit
together
himself forcefully into the latest last month, Arab leaders wanted
they're going to work with you
quest for peare, but last Thursday
to talk mainly about the Israeli- against terrorism has fallen apart
when this is like a festering sore."
across the Arab world, where
he intervened. He deployed
Palestinian' conflict, not about
(KlIi!:llt Ridder Newspapers corresponAnother concern is that suicide
many
people
liken
Israel
troop
dmt Km Morilsllgll colltrilmtal to this
Secretary of State Colin Powell to Saddam Hussein.
bombings
might
spread
from
incursions into Palestinian territothe' region. He bluntly blamed
'1£ you really want to do Iraq,"
7T?JXlrlJ
Israel to the United States, Israel's
ryto state-sponsored terrorism)
Arafat for failing to live up to his said William Quandt, a former
main ally.
"If
we're
not
able
to
get
this
sitcommitments ana called for other
U5. negotiator in the Middle East
Arab leaders to lean on him. He now at the University of Virginia,

..

of violence,

hatred and intractable differenres.
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Nursing students assist with
migrant health screenings
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ENGLISH from page 1

English
department
itself
eventually bouncing back.
Dailey thinks the economy
will eventually bounce back;
her estimate
is three to13
'Promoting
Health
and
more than 40,000 migrant and
years.
Amv Wegner
Education for Better Living:
Neither Dailey nor Elliott
seasonal farm workers in Ada,
TIe Arbiter
BSU's Nursing
department
has experienced
any change_
Canyon, and Owyhee counties
handed out sunglas§es and
in the English department
in 2000.
.
A group of BSU nursing stuhats with brims to everybody
Migrant and seasonal farm
currently.
,dents conducted health screenthere, to help tI1e workers proEven with the changes, the
workers
usually
earn
low
ings for migrant and seasonal
tect tI1eir eyes from dust and
real impact of the position
wages and work in poor condifarm workers Saturday, at the
sun.
cuts remains unclear.
tions. Most of these workers
Marsing
Elementary
School
At each screening and inforAssistant professor Steven
don't
have
insurance
or
access
Gym.
'mation booth, students handed
Olson-Smith
said
BSU's
to health care, and are unable
The health-screening project
out educational
brochures
attempt, as 'a whole, was to
to seek medical help when it's
originated last year after the
printed in Spanish.
get smaller without eliminatBoise Rotary Club. turned its needed.
An estimated
500 people
In
addition
to
the
eye-care
ing quality.
migrant eye care project over to
showed up to the health fair,
He said there is a definite
screenings,
the
students
the BSU Nursing Dept.
and were helped by almost 200
distinction between size and
screened for various diseases
The
students
originally
volunteers.
quality and the real impact
including diabetes, glaucoma,
planned to focus on tile care
Farm workers were offered
came with the loss of vacanskin
cancer
and
breast
cancer.
and prevention of eye diseases
free transportation to the event.
cies and classes.
The students also provided
such as pterygium andpingucThrqughout the day, prizes
He said the biggest adjustdental and prenatal care inforculum, common among farm
donated by community sponment will be students having
mation.
workers due to their continued
sors were given out as well.
Cancer screening was a big
exposure to sun,. flying dust,
The Idaho Eye Associates,
part
of
the
day,
willi
mammoand wind.
Sunrise Rotary Club, Lions
grams available to the women
Their plans quickl)' expandClub, Terry Reilly Health
over the age of forty.
ed to include many other activServices, Southwest
District
"Breast
cancer
is
very
comities and the health screenings.
health Department, the Idaho
mon
in
the
migrant
workers,
In the second year of BSU
Migrant
Council,
Migrant
sponsorship, two nursing stu- , because they don't have insurHead Start, and the Family
ance to get yearly mammodents,
Milena
Arthur
and
Advocacy program also donatgrams, or even if diagnosed,
Ermelinda Garcia, took charge
ed to the health screening.
not'
enough
money
to
be
treatof the program and worked to.
ed," Garcia said.
<.
organize the events and sponThe primary
theme was
sors.
The students in Nursing B
OPENIHe;
SOON
438:
Leadership
and
Management began organizing
, Idaho Falls • Stadium 14
tIns event last semester, sendArrmon • 552-7544
ing out letters and making preBlackfoot· PlazaTIlin
sentationS to the community.
Blackfoot· 785-5554
Sophomore and junior level
Pocatello' Canni<e 7
nursing students volunteered
(hibbuck. 238-1389
at the event.
Arthur, a graduating senior,
Twin Falls • Cinema 12
said, "It really made me feel
Twin Falls '734-2400 .
like I was a part of the commuBurley' Ccntury 5
nity. I feel more of a belonging
lJI.Jioy • 678·5631 .
to the community
by doing
something
for the people.
Boise' Edwards 21
There is a lot to be done, and I
Balsa ' 377·1700
realized that I could make a difNsmpa • Stadium 14
ference:'
N~ . 442-1655
Garcia, also graduating in
Ontario • Reel 6
May, said, "I was very happy
Ontmio • 669ilO13
with the event. There were several families that came up and
. Opens Friday,
told me how grateful they were
and how they hope that these
April 19 at a
, services continue:'
theater near you!
According
to the Idaho
8MlIrId< lwWo at Ile!!l1t
Division
of
Vocational
BocJ<.BedMIi<Jdolrn."
IIIm\rLDSlIIlSi:laoi1
Rehabilitation,
there
were

on

'1

"

to w.ait for some .of their
courses.
"When courses,
particularly required
courses,
fill
up, some students will have
to wait till the next semester," Olson Smith said.
Sanderson
said
the
English department
hopes to
hire individuals
for two of
the three currently available
positions.
Dean Sanderson,
himself, will be requesting
more positions
be opened
this
coming
spring.
However, he says the department won't know until next
spring
if the additional
requested
positions
were
granted.
The regular faculty budget
has changed,
whereas
the
adjunct faculty budget
has
not.
When the economy
was,

good,
money
that would
have gone to regular faculty
went
to adjuncts
instead
because
there were fewer
regular facultr at that time.
"There wil be a minimum
of two years loss even if the
economy
jumps
up
and
things
look good. This is
because of the long approval
wait," Sanderson said.
He said the economy must
first improve before things
will begin to mend. He is not
optimistic
about getting all
the
needed
positions
approved.
"Hopefully
things
will
turn
around.
It's moving
backwards
in terms of size.
We are the same size now
that we were in the mid-90s,"
Sanderson said.
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In .lovinCj memorv of Bambi's mother
,'*' ~%g
e

C, Hqyes
r Iter

This weekend I saw an
amiable goose in the company of two teenage boys crossing the Friendship Bridge.
Iqtmediately it , called " to
miner
"of' South
Carolina, where my neighbors would shoot birds for
fun, and even tear a wounded bird to shreds with their
hands. I wondered if these
boys were just having fun
with a (naively) friendly animal, or planned to play a
game of what I've heard
termed "swan hockey."
My stepbrother was called
'soft' back in the South
because our neighbors speculated that he intentionally
missed hitting birds with his
compulsory pellet rifle.
Since then, in Idaho, a
state equally as renowned for
its gun and hunting lifest~le
as South Carolina, I ve

'memories

walked through campus and
witnessed circles of teenage
boys with skateboards held
over their heads waiting to
bash an unsuspecting squirreI. It makes me consider
what exactly the connection
is between boyhood .and
attacking
sman"animals,""
which I believe is a warning
sign symptomatic of future
serial killers.
In the midst of pondering
the goose scenario, I was
killing time in a local online
chat room, when somebody
facetiously quoted Elmer
Fudd's "I'm huntin' wabbits," and I facetiously
replied: "hunting is wrong."
This sparked great debate
in the room, and somebody
replied, "You city boys think
I just sit in a car and shoot
deer from the side of the
road."
While I didn't realize
being from Boise made me a
"city boy," I also never imag-

ined that hunting was not
without
some
exercise.
However, I fail to see hunting's c,onnection to being
either a sport, or indeed a
manly, rugged sport.
Athletics, at least most
American forms that I'm
aware of,' is defined by competition between fair, equal
partners. Obviously some
teams are better than others,
but you'd never see the
Yankees take on the pee wee
leagues. Similarly, in boxing
and, wrestling, competitors
of equal . weight classes
match up. In a competition
between a heavyweight and
featherweight, I don't think
you'd have many people
putting their cash on the lesser competitor.
In hunting, however a
hunter, or team of hunters
take to the woods with
loaded weapons and shoot
unarmed life forms from a
safe distance, sometimes

even from a perch IUp in a grant that animals have their mother."
Suddenly,
it·~
'tree.
Would yo,u, please rightful place in the food became shameful to be asso-:'
enlighten me, since we live chain, and if by shooting an dated with the very people,
in a state where Hemingway animal you're providing nee- whose actions presented dradied and, people drive essary sustenance, to yourself matically on screen, traumaaround with bumper stickers or your family, or preventing tized us in childhood.
.
proclaiming Charlton Heston God's woodland creatures
Going back to the cases
their president, what is so from absconding with your earlier of silly teen boys takmanly about taking ona ., farmgQQq!kJhenI'vegc.>U~o.}ng.~n f~rlesser competitors',
competitor that 'can't even quarrel with you.
,than
themselves,' andeven"'-;
see you?
However, most hunting is cases of men committing vioIt's not as though the deer done for the ridiculous
lence against other humans
have guns too, and hunting notion of "sport."
who are weaker than themis some contest as to who'll
Many rpodern children sel~e~, if. that is ~hat masfire the first shot. In that will count as one of the hor- cuhmty IS to be Judged on
instance, I'd still bet on the rors of their television- these days, our standards
elk or deer, as they'd be less watching lives the moment have gone down consiqer:
likely to be on their fifth where Bambi became an ably from our grandfathers
Budweiser before they took orphan. To quote the Whit generation when young men
their shot.
Stillman movie "Last Days of were shipped overseas to.
I'll grant that marksman- Disco:" "Actually, there's a fight the Nazis.
.
ship takes some talent and theory that the environmenI'll buy into the idea of the
agility, but not an extreme tal movement of the modern rugged sport of hunting, the
. amount of strength. A six- day was sparked by the re- day a man steps in a ring
year old girl could lull a release of 'Bambi' in the late with a buck or a bear and
trigger on a gun, an blow 1950s. That for many mem- wrestles for supremacy. I'm
away anything she wanted bers of the Baby Boom gener- rooting for the animal.
to.
ation, it was traumatic when
Not being a vegetarian, 1 the hunters .killed Bambi's

Jerel and corporations save the day
I am a hero. Sit back, off the canyon walls. I have
relax, and listen to the story been out there before when
about how I saved the day. people have fallen while
I must warn you, however,
rock climbing, so I was
that everything I am about instantly alarmed.
to say is true. Nothing has
I ran as fast as I could
been'changed.and all of the toward the back of the
names are correct.
canyon when I heard the
March 30 was a warm, cry for help again. I looked
sunny day in Idaho. I about 800 feet up from
decided to drive '"""---=~---..,where
I was
out
to
Jump
standing
and
Creek with my
saw
that
a
family. to enjoy
young
person
the
outdoors.
had fallen off a.
Jump Creek is a
35-foot
rock
little canyon nescliff. Being an
tled
in
the
Eagle Scout and
o w y h e e
trained for such
Mountains
just
. '). emeroutside
of
~ency, I
Marsing.
Jump
;curried
Creek is known
.11'
to
for its rock cliffs,
side
of
caves, and thr
h
e
waterfall that casmountain
cades down at the end of to see if I could help this
the canyon.
individual out in any way.
I was
showing
my
When I arrived at the
nephews a rattlesnake that scene of the accident, I saw
was sunning itself on a rock. a teenage Hispanic boy
at the bottom of the canyon with severe lacerations all
when a cry for help echoed over his face, arms, and

legs. He had a bump above
his left brow about the size
of an extra-large egg. His
shorts were torn to shreds
and his shoes were about 20
feet away from him. When I
glanced at his arm I noticed
that is bowed in the center,
telling me that it was broken.
Another gentleman that
rushed to help assisted me
in treating this individual
for shock. We raised his
feet and told him to lie on
his back as my dad called
911. The other fellow started talking to the victim and
asked him his name. The
victim told us that his name
was Jason and he was from
Mountain Horne. As Jason
kept answering the other
gentleman's
questions,
I
looked into Jason's eyes
and added a concussion to
his list of injuries.
The next item of business
was to stabilize Jason's
arm. There were no sticks
available to us to make a
splint, but, again, being an
Eagle Scout, I improvised. I

made Jason an arm splint
using a one liter Aquafina
bottle, a plastic Wal-Mart
bag and my belt. This thing
would
have
made
MacGyver proud. We continued to comfort Jason for
30 minutes
until
the
Marsing / Homedale paramedics arrived.
The first thing the paramedics did was compliment
our, makeshift arm splint.
They informed us that jt
was good and amazed at
the level of ingenuity. The
paramediCS did some work
on Jason until Life Flight
came to take Jason to St.
AI's. There you go, I'm a
hero
'
So what does all of this
matter? What is the point
I'm trying to make here?
Good thing you asked, for
I'm about to tell you.
The first thing that I am
. almost ashamed to point
out (but my critics force me
to), is that the injured person was Hispanic. I guess
that I'm not that racist after
all. I mean, a real racist

would have walked away
from the injured person
upon finding him to be a
minority. Being a humanitarian, I stayed and gave
superb help.
The second, and most'
important,
fact
that
occurred was that big government was not involved.
Conservatives' believe that
people are smart enough
and capable enough to hanclIp anvthine: that comes up
in
This belief was
proven true by this emergency. No social workers
were there. The EPA didn't
show up to help andneither did the Welfare Office.
People like me believe that
the government closest to
the people is the best. The
only government agencies
that helped were the local
fire departrnents and paramedics.
The other' amazing thing
that happened was that
even the heroic work of
local government could not
completely help the boy.
Everyone gave way to the

life.

evil corporate greed of St.
AI's. Yes, you heard me
right. Life Flight' is owned
by St. AI's hospital, which
is a non-profit corporation.
It was a corporation that
rushed in to help an injured
person. It was a corporation
that had the training and
expertise necessary to heal
Jason.
Nobody
stood
around waiting for any
government
program
or
agency to help. A corporation answered the call and
helped save the day.
So let's recap the weekend. Jerel Thomas proves
himself
to
be
hero.
Individuals, not big, socialistic government,
come
through in an emergency
that is valiantly corrected
by a corporation. See, conservatism really is better
for everyone:

-Letters to the editor and
guest submissions may be sent
to
The
Arbiter
at
letters@arbiteronline.com

Enron's bankruptcy hearings spark further
corporate abuse, highlight pay inequality.
For Enron execs the
largesse just keeps on flowing. Most recently, Enron is
asking the bankruptcy court
overseeing their case to
approve up to $130 million
in new bonuses and incentives for executives and
"key employees."
Simultaneously,
key
members of the Creditors
Committee-the
group that
green-lighted these gargantuan bonuses-have
decided to oppose any additional
severance
rayments
to
thousands a Enron workers whose jobs, pensions,
and health
care were
sucked down the hole with
the collapsing company.
Once again, Bush's pals
make bank, and "the people," Enron's employees,
get zip. Isn't
America
grand?
JU3t to re-cap: several
months ago, when Enron's
dirty-tricks accounting was
finally starting to send the
company
sliding
into
destructo-land,
Enron's
CEO Ken Lay, who .knew
better, sent an email to
employees assuring them
that Enron stock was an

"incredible
bdrgain"-no
need here to worry about
your life-savings vaporizing. Then, during the company's final countdown,
Enron execs barred employees from selling their plummeting
s t a c k
because of a
"managemen
t
change."
Enron's
employees
watched
their financial futures,
their
life
savings,
and
their
secur(
retiremen
.
evaporate before their eyes
as their bosses held them
back from salvaging what
they could. Now, Lay's
grievous wife talks on television about how she and
her husband lost everything-this
in an interview
broadcast from their $7 million penthouse that towers
over an exclusive Houston
enclave. Tragic isn't it?
For
Enron's
shafted

employees-yes.
But this is the glorious
"free-market" capitalist system that we're all supposed
to jubilantly embrace. This
is Bush's answer to ThirdWorld poverty. This is a
bunch of hooey.
"But Enron was just an
aberration!" the true market-believers shout. And
that's
where
they're
wrong. What's happening
to Enron employees is a
horrifically magnified version of what's been happening to the
';".;• entire U.S. work,ing/
middle
class since the
~end of the post'WWII economic
glory
days-a
process of upward wealth
transfer that got an especially helpful boost under
Reaganomics
and more
recent ~rograms such as
NAFTA.
According
to
United for a Fair Economy,
a non-partisan group, during the last 20 years "virtually all income growth has
gone to the highest-earning
fifth of the population with
the biggest gains flowing to

Editorial Board
~

345-«10& x 112

the richest 1 percent."
In terms of wealth, "the
top 1 percent of households
currently have more wealth
than the bottom 94 percent
combined." "Real wages,
the actual spending power
of people's paychecks, for
the bottom 60 percent of the
population have stagnated
or fallen."
In contrast,
"while real wages have fallen for half of U.S. wage
workers, compensation to
top managers and CEOs has
skyrocketed. Inequality in
wages is at an all time
high." The current ratio of
CEO to worker pay in the
U.S. hovers around 500 to 1.
In addition, during 1998
the top ONE percent of the
population held, 38.1 percent of the nation's net
worth and 42.1 percent of
'all stocks, mutual funds,
and retirement accounts;
while the bottom 60 percent
of the population held only
4.7 percent of the net worth,
and the bottom 90 percent
. of the U.S. population held
only 21.3 percent of all
stocks, mutual funds, and
retirement
accounts.
Inequality is an inherent

part of the system, not an
aberration, and it's been
growing for years.
But don't expect escalating inequality to slow down
Enron execs, Enron creditors, or the Enron White
House in their mad pursuit
of more money. Bush's big
tax plan for this year
included $175 billion in tax
cuts for wealthy Americans
over the next three years
and $600 billion in new tax
cuts over the next decade
for those individuals and
their corporations; including a $287 million tax rebate
for Enron-a company that
hadn't paid any taxes in
four of the last five years.
And his bright idea for
Social Security is to take
Enron national. He wants
to put the nation's social
security into Wall Streetessentially exranding the
. Enron mode a dependency
to the entire country by
placing workers' life savmgs into corporate stocks;
inextricably linking the lot
of the nation's workforce to
the lot of Bush's corporate
buddies. Not a bad plan if
you're looking to secure for

your pals an acquiescent
labor force that necessarily
works to fatten their bosses
rather than feed their families. Tragedy if you have to
work to feed your family.
Bush & Co.'s e~onomic
program isn't "free trade"it's free handouts for the
mega-wealthy
and insurance to make sure that their
gains keep on growing. It's
a clever way of organizing
governments and institutionalizing
undemocratic
economic rules so that profits pile up in the palms of a
very small elite. Enron is a
microcosm of the elite economics that Bush and
Company have been, and
want to continue pushing
on all of us, and the disastrous consequences
that
will follow. Sadly, they've
got the big bucks and guns .
to do it. All we've got are
our votes; so let's use them! .
If we don't, they won't do it
for us. After all, you and I
didn't contribute $700,000
to anyone's campaign did.
we? Why should they listen '.
to us?
'
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Spring Fling comes to Julia Davis Park
Festival paired with Earth
Day Celebration
with Farmdog. described as
"good loving jam-rock."
For blues fans, John
t e Arbiter
Nemeth.& the Three Jacks
Spring is finally here and are playing a set of their origthe end of the semester is inal tunes. As well as offernearly upon us. So, come and ing local talent, Spring Fling
the Clumsy
celebrate the new season at is bringing
the Spring Fling celebration
Lovers
from
British
this Saturday in Julia Davis Columbia and 54 Vision, the
Park.
.
headlining band out of New
Relax and listen to some York.
funky tunes, browse the ven"Clumsy Lovers are really
dors booths and quaff some intense.
Their music is
ale in the beer garden, and a.t insanely fast paced. They call
the same time you will be it 'raging Celtic bluegrass
supporting. scm.e..local envi- rock.' Marcus Eaton and the
Lobby ... recently got signed
rotunentaI causes.
This year, the music at with MCA and they're going
SPQtl8,Flingranges
.from out on a nationaltour in July,
hiU'dl'ocl( to blues. On the so they are ~oing to be going
'. ~'stage,1i'Vebands
,are full-blown,' Special Events
,Sdjeawedtoplay
from noon
Coordinator
Jason
.' .'.·"P:.Il;\; ,.;'I'heD\usic i>egins

py Lauren Consuelo
I~SSlng
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MacFarlane said.
There
is
also
an
"unplugged"
stage that is
featuring eight solo artists,
including Built to Spill's
Doug
Martsch,
Gayle
Chapman and a belly-daneing troupe. Also performing
on the acoustic stage is
Fisherman John and Live
Bait.
This year, various community groups are sponsoring
Spring Fling such as Eco
Awareness and VSB Service »
Project. This is the first year
that Boise State has received .
such sponsorship for Spring
Fling, which has enabled the
eventto expand greatly-.
.•
"We partnered with .th~
local Earth Day orglUlizers
who have done it for,cabout
fi,,:e y.~ars......We wan..t.~....
d to ..'
bnng hghtto the fact tliaHhe
way we do thingsriow;Ienvi-.
. ronmentally J arede,fiIUtely·.·

not the best that they could that," MacFarlane said.
be done," MacFarlane said.
Vendors at this year's
'Speakers from the com- Spring Fling are offering a
munity will be addressing
wide variety of goods from
environmental
issues that tie-dyed T-shirts, jewelry
concern local residents. Some and hand blown glass, to
of the issues being addressed
lucky bamboo and solar
by speakers are. protecting
energy converters. A beer
the Owhyee Canyonlands,
garden will also be featured,
controlling nuclear waste in which is sponsored by the
Idaho and the feasibility of Blues Bouquet, Sky King Inc.
solar energy in the Gem and Fat Tire Ale.
State.
"It was my goal to see it
"Last year's [Spring Fling) [Spring Fling] blow up and
is going to pale In compari- be a mini-River Festival.
son to this year. Right now Obviously it's only one day,
there's 80 vendors selling
but still we want to see
everything from retail goods, 10,000 people come out. If
such as clothes, to informahalf of them are students;
tional agencies, governmencool, but ifall of them-are
tal agenci~s,an.d1\()n·profit
students, even better. We'd
groJlPstnatrepr¢sentthe
like to see tons and tons of
CODUnunitY-'SbestJnt~rest;8tudent8
turn-out, This is
s.u.ch as .Id.ilho.Riv.ers
....
vw.
·te...d,. .... ~p,B's b.i.g.~g.e~t.
event Of.. thoe
Idaho Peace Coalitionr.·City,-:~'ear. Wedefinitety needstu~
ofBoise~tormWa.ter;dentsupport
for)t ~obe. es..
Deparfm,ent, .'.gr()ups like successful as we enVIsion It,"

MacFarlane said.
MacFarlane also reminds
students with children that
there are activities to keep
the kids entertained.
The
Kids Corner offers activities
including
Wax
Hands,
Candle
Creations,
Sumo
wrestling
and a Jurassic
Obstacle Course.
.
"It's been a long winter. •
You've been cooped up. Get
out. Get a suntan. Have some
beer. Have some fun,"
MacFarlane said.
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lOT pleases packed
Morrison Center crowd
By Lauren

Consuelo

f~:~:tJfter
Idaho Dance Theatre finished off its .13th season at
The MorrisonCeriter
on
Saturday night with their
appropriately named performance "Simply Sensational."
Idaho Dance Theatre is
known for its imaginative
blend of ballet, modern
dance and theatre, which created a spectacular experience
for those in attendance. The
dance
performances
explored the intricacy of
human nature within the
dancers expressional movements. The costumes,. lighting and music all added to
the dramatic effect of this
wonderful performance.
The Boise Master Chorale,
conducted by Boise State
music professor Dr. James
Jirak, performed the music of
Sergei Rachmaninoff for the
first performance of the
night, "Vespers." The piece,
choreographed by IDT CoArtistic Director Carl Rowe,
commented on the nature of

human beings, both as
groups yearning to care for
each other and as individuals, each possessing a unique
power. The dancers stood as
symbols ,ofhumankind. They
skillfully worked together
and seemed to morph into a
single majestic creature, as
the solo dancers remained
superbly strong and individualistic.
"Thorns and Roses," the
second performance of the
evening,
again
choreographed by Carl Rowe, was
set to the music of Tan Dan
from the soundtrack
of
"Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon."
IDT member .Thax von
Reither
choreographed
"Letting Go," the third performance of the night. The
performance integrated a
more modern style of dance
with the additions of props,
such as rope, a large inflatable ball and flags. A more
modern tone was also created with the accompanying
music of Irish singer Kate
Bush. The entire performance was mesmerizing. The

audience remained captivated by the highly passionate
and sensual movements of
the dancers.
Marla Hansen, IDT coartistic director, premiered
her latest ballet, "Chakra."
The theme of "Chakra" centered on the complexities of
human emotions, something
that all audience members
could intimately relate to.
Each of the six movements
was thematic ofa particular
emotion; striving, possibilities, trust, obsession, prayer
and hope.
Alfred Hansen designed
the visually simulating lighting for each performance. At
times the lighLbilskedup<:>.n
the dancers as gently and
naturally as the rising sun,
while at other times Hansen
created a sensually surreal
atmosphere with the use of
vibrant purples and reds,
cool blues and electric
greens.
"Simply Sensational" also
featured guest dancer Kayla
Avery and guest. costume
designer Ann Hoste.

"'
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Idaho Dance Ttieatre performers spring Into action.

'Panic' Attack is a veritable one for Foster
defined a generation with the
battle cry of "Fight Club."
Daily Texan (~ TexasProlific writer David Koepp
Austin)
banked $2 million for the
There is very little at fault screenplay. The film's star,
in "Panic Room." The entire Jodie Foster, has earned two
production team - from Oscars, and her co-star,
should
actors to director, cinematog- Forest Whitaker,
have at least that many of his
rapher and screenwriter executes its duties with the own.
Yet "Panic Room" still
utmost skill, so carefully that
it almost
seems
easy. feels like a retread into the
Unfortunately, there is also familiar. Not much comes as
very little in this movie that a surprise in this movie. The
plot twists can be seen miles
we haven't seen before.
themselves. This new home her daughter has diabetes.
Had
"Panic
Room" 111 advance, and we can prac- happens
The entire setup has "go
to include a "panic
emerged from a first-time tically hear the gears shifting room" made of reinforced figure" written all over It.
filmmaker,
it
would between each act.
enough, we do,
Nonetheless,
it works. steel. So hypothetically, if Amusin~ly
undoubtedly bowlus over.
someone breaks in, the and it still scares us. The bur"Panic
Room"
manages
to
with its mastery. But it didhomeowner can hide out in glars ~reak in. The :'-ltman's
n't. "Panic Room" emerged consistently glean suspense this room until the trespasser . dash into the palllc room.
from Hollywood as the work from the predictable, which leaves. The whole idea And nerve-wracking pre- of established
veterans is testament to the talent weirds Meg out. She's dictability ensues.
whose reputations precede involved.
For instance, in one scene,
The first 20 minutes of this recently divorced, hung up Meg and her daughter flash
them. The sheer talent of
on her ex-husband (who,
movie
operate
on
the
level
of
those involved sends us to
a
incidentally, lives across the Morse code through
the theater expecting a bet- a "Where's Waldo" for plot street), and has no time to drainage pipe with a flashpoints: Meg Altman (Foster)
ter-than-average thriller.
learn the, paranoid mechan- light. The blinking light
The . director, .j,,~a"vjd. a~A.I1;cr..daughter move into ics of a panic room. Oh, and wakes up one of their neightownhouse by
Fincher, just might ' have a·spadous
By Henry

G~den

bors, who slowly gets out of
bed, peers out the window
with sleepy eyes, pauses,
then closes the blinds.
Since this scene occurs relatively early in the story, no
one expects the neighbor to
see the light, interpret SOS
call the police and save the
day. But the acting, camera
placement and direction find
a way to squeeze suspense
from this visible dead end.
In fact, "Panic Room"
owes most of its success to its
actors and director. While
screenwriter Koepp fashions
a solid structure for the film,
he has always worked best in
genre pictures like "Jurassic
Park"
and
"Mission:
Impossible." On the other
hand, Fincher, Foster and
Whitaker usually do their
best work when subverting
those same genres. The combination of these two disparate elements makes for a
highly,~tylizedfilmthat may
not escape its conventional

roots but puts up a fight
every opportunity It gels.
The clearest example of
this occurs at the end.
Without spoiling anything,
suffice it to say a slow fade
threatens to conclude the
story on an abrupt, unexpected note. In what would
have been a brilliant final
stroke, the shot would have
left the audience in a state of
panic themselves.
After a few tense moments
of black, however, the film
fades into a breezy oneminute denouement
that
feels tacked-on and insincere. In all likelihood,
Fincher fought for the original ending, and the studio
stepped in. But those few
anxious seconds of black put
up a good fight, giving you
just enough time to stop your
VCR or scurry out of the thee
ater.
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Have your Pre-funk party with us!
Ladies all your drinks are free from 8-9pmi\
Men yO\! can have $.50 cent, 16 oz pounder
beers from 9-10 pm

Old Boise

By one well drink or draft beer and
your second one is free all night long

Upcoming

Alive after five might be over, but our
Wednesday night BFD parties are not

J

~~~~-

$1.00 domestic 16 oz. drafts

$2.00 16 oz. Micros
(yep that includes Fat Tire)

It:e~:~%~y

,aUlit:LLiJ!UAM#J

are

Ladies all your drinks
only $1.00 all night long.Guys you will have to accept the fact .. .,';
that you.will pay full price 01ltl.)atrrigljtU
.......

,-

'.",

-.'

,.. ,

,

..

Do you have a private party to plan? The
Bistro has up, to four different rooms to
rent and will help you make your party a
great success. We can handle anything
from 5 people to 500. For more:
information call 345-9515 ask for Ted.-

345-9515
609;I\tr.Maini·
."
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,,>
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:\ Bronco guards ready to run next season
I
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already established
his style
of hoops. Up and down the
court and attacking the basket is a good description for
the system
coach Graham
wiii bring to the Pavilion next
winter.
With a plethora a guards
.this run-and-gun
sty'l~.
should
fit in well for tneBroncos.
"I like the way he wants us
to play, I think our team is
ready to get up and down the
court, especially
since we
have so many guards
we
should be a pretty fast team,"
said Bronco guard Joe Skiffer.
"In our individual
workouts, we are doing a lot of
drills that make us move a lot

B~ Ph~ Dolley

Tie Ar iter

After a crazy month for
the Boise State basketball
program the dust is finally
beginning
to settle. It has
only been a few weeks since
Boise State intrQd\.lCfILjt~L
new head basketball
coach,
but preparations for next season are well under way.
Practice has already started on a limited basis. The
NCAA permits limited workouts with groups of four for
two hours a week.
As the first assistant last
year
with
the
Pac-10
Champion
Oregon
Ducks,
coach
Greg
Graham
has

Calaycay shines in
second scrimmage
yard touchdown pass to account
for the only touchdown of the
scrimmage. Dinwiddie completBoise, Idaho - Kicker Nick
Calaycay was the star of Boise ed 12-of-21 passes for 102 yards
and one touchdown.
State's second football scrimFreshman Rafc Espinoza finmage of the spring. The Bronco
ished with the highest quartersenior, who struggled last seaback rating (118.80) of the scrimson making just 5-of-10 field
mage after completing 3-of-5
goals, made 8-of-9 attempts
Saturday including
five 42- passes for 35 yards on his one
possession. Senior B.J. Rhode
yarders.
connected on 7-of-11 attempts
TIle Bronco offense took betfor 84 yards and one intercepter care of the ball than the first
tion.
Sophomore
Michael
scrimmage,
but the Bronco
Sanford went 4-of-1O for 20
defense still controlled the play.
yards.
Cornerback Julius Brown came
Senior Billy Wingfield led the
up ~with the lone interception,
but' the Bronco defensive line Broncos with seven catches (all
from Dinwiddie) for 68 yards.
pressured
Boise State's four
Jerry Smith caught four passes,
quarterbacks totaling five sacks.
while ten other receivers caught
Tim Hefty had two, while Ryan
Nelson.: Dane Oldham, and at least one pass.
Mikell led the Broncos.on the
Jared Aurich had one sack each.
ground with 14 yards on one
Junior
quarterback
Ryan
carry. Senior Brock Forsey
Dinwiddie looked sharp leading
rushed seven times for 13 yards
the Broncos to a touchdown on
for the Broncos who gained just
the first possession. Dinwiddie
hit junior David Mikell on an 8- 26 yards rushing on 27 carries.
Bronco Sports Informallon
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last year, joins the Broncos as' are to far behind the elite
teams," added Skiffer.
a highly regarded recruiter.
As far as team goals for
The future for Boise State
next season are concerned,
basketball
is uncertain
but
. anything more than last year
expectations are still high .
would be acceptable, but the
Now
one knows
more
Boise State basketball
team
about watching the Broncos
would like to do more than
than Joe Skiffer, who sat out
that.
all last season with an injury.
"Ourgoal
is to win the
By sitting and watching
WAC and go to the "tourSkiffer got to see the team
ney," that has always got to
from a whole different perbe the goal," Skiffer said.
spective.
Time will only tell if the
"1 saw where they (my
Broncos can improve under
teammates)
were good and
when and where they liked to Graham and the new system,
but it should be interesting. to
get the ball," Skiffer said.
watch.
"(Last year) we showed
we could play with anyone,
now all we have to do is beat
everyone." "I don't think we

Broncos place first Grahatn hires
at Invitational
Andy McClousky
as assistant coach

place in the women's javelin with
a 146-1 throw. The throw was a
personal best for Rogers.
Three Boise State University
Bronco Sports
In the men's hammer throw,
track and field athletes, Mark
Informgtlon
Stellan Kjel1ander broke the
Hoxmeir, Justin 51. Clair and
Bronco record for the third
Boise,
Idaho
Boise
Trina Rogers, came away with
straight meet with a personal
first place finishes
at the
State men's basketball
head
ShoeSpring/ Audiovoux UTEP best of 201-10 to place third.
coach
Greg
Graham
has
Track and Field Invitational on Kjellander previously set the
announced
the hiring of the
hammer record on April 6 with a first of three assistant
basSaturday (April 13).
throw of 196-3. His throw on ketball
Hoxmeier,
a senior from
coaches
who will
Hillsboro, Oregon, won the dis- Saturday was also a NCAA projoin
his
staff.
Andy
visional mark. Prior to the 2002 .. McClouskey
cus with a throw of 192-8. He
becomes
season, the Boise State hammer
also placed second in the shot
Graham's
first hire as head
put with a personal best of 62- record was 186-0.
men's basketball
coach at
Two other Bronco athletes
2.50, which is the second best allBoise State.
came up with runner-up finishes
time throw in Boise State history
McClouskey
comes
to
on the Texas-EI Paso campus.
and a NCAA provisional qualiBoise State after spending
Abbey Elsberry placed second in the last three seasons at the
fying mark. .
the women's shot put with a University
A senior
from Tacoma,
of
Nevada.
Washington, St. Clair won the mark of 45-4.25. She also finished
While
at
Nevada
fourth in the women's hammer
javelin with a throw of 234-6. The
McClouskey
was in charge
throw was a season best for St. with a throw of 177-9. Sasha
of scheduling,
compliance
Cesaratto produced the other
Clair, a NCAA provisional mark
and recruited
for the Wolf
and the second best throw in second place finish with a time of Pack.
53.65 in the men's 400-meter hur"I'm thril1ed that Andy is
Boise State history.
dles.
Rogers,
a junior
from
coming
to Boise
State,"
Sutherlin, Oregon, captured first
Graham
said. "His knowledge of the WAC wil1 be a
great asset to our staff. His
time spent coaching in the
Pac-10 and the WAC will
help
when'
it comes
to
recruiting."
"I'm really excited about
joining the Bronco basketball program,"
McClouskey
said. "l'm looking .forward
The Locks of Love Cut Off is a day of collecting hair donations
to helping the program
get
to make wigs for chi! ::t,"~nwith medical hair loss. If you or someone
back to the heights it once
you know wants to donate 10 healthy inches of hair. SIGN UPI
Bronco Sports Informgtlon

Free cut and style donated by

'I3~Me~,Ut a~
~ 'it<Wty A,e.w

For morc ;"/ormat;o,,. or to SIGN Up, mil Staccy at 426-7228
or c·maillocks_of _'ovc@llOtlllail.colII. !f yo" c"r;o"s abo"t tire
lw"l'rt:fit oQitmi::.atiou, look HI'
www.locksoflove.org
Sponsored

enjoyed."
Before
coaching
at
Nevada, McClouskey'
spent
three
seasons
at' Stetson
University
in
DeLand,
Florida. At Stetson, he was
the recruiting
coordinator,
handled
scheduling
and
assisted
with
opponent
scouting.
In his first year
for
the
Hatters,
McClouskey
signed two allstate prep players
and a
junior
college
AllAmerican.
McClouskey
also
coached at Oregon State for
six
seasons,
where
he
helped coach NBA players
Gary Payton,
Brent Barry,
Scott
Haskin,
and
A.C.
Green.
He coached
and
played under the late Ralph
Miller, who is a member of
the Basketball Hall of Fame.
Before
coaching
at
Oregon
State, McClouskey
spent three seasons
as the
head basketball
coach at
Mt.
Hood
Community
College
in
Gresham,
Oregon. He played' basketball as a walk-on at Oregon
State, lettering two years .

•

Wanted

Graphic Designers

by Honors Student Association

A 3 hour work week. A 50·70 hour check.
The coolest job you will ever have. It is hard enough to find
the time to study without holding a job. When you work part
or full time ( like most of yOlodo) and then try to sneak in your
study time between work and schOOlhours, it becomes a much
bigger hassle, What's a person to do? Simple, just call

~"Men's,Women's, & Co-Rec ~J>somes
J

;~9 hole scramble at Warm
~"Entries accepted beginni
, through Apr. 24 @The

,

.
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j ~
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"'~"'\'-""-1

::Fri.Aprii 26 & Fri.April 27
~.Entriesa~c:pt:d through
24 @The Rec
:;Double eliminationtoumameri
C-'=·, Cost: FREE
I \.."~,
...
,,.'"-'~"'>",.
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quicker and faster," Skiffer
letter of intent to attend Boise
added:
State earlier this year but due
With the Broncos being
to a low SAT score he has not
heavy in the guard departyet qualified to play Division
ment there is a need for
I basketball.
adding some big guys to the
Coach
Graham
should
mix. Boise State will return
know by the end of the week
only two players next season
whether or not Pratt will be
who are. 6:foot-8 or taller.
eligible to play next season. If
Robbie'Ce'dcns"and
Kenny---nonhere.will
be four scholarGainous are the lone big men
ships available on the men's
returning, both played limitbasketball team.
ed roles averaging less than
Currently Graham is lookten minutes a game last seaing at both high school and
son.
junior-college
players to fil1
Before Graham signed on
those scholarships.
with Boise State the Broncos
Last Friday Graham added
were already looking ahead
his first assistant to the team.
to next season.
Andy
McClouskey,
who
Marc Pratt, a high school
played at Oregon State and
prospect,
signed a national
was an assistant at Nevada

n 5 ,.~~

COCONUTS ENTERTAINMENT.
cocoNUTS ENTERTAINMENT is nov. contracting guy and girl
dancers for the 2002 spring/summer season and beyond. If you
have a special look and a dynamic personality, this gig is custom
made for you. Work an hour and a half per party and average'
$300.00, periodl Simply call 385-9900 and ask for the booking
manager, Stephanie and she can answer any questions.

: Cost: $ 10 per person

:NOTE:Registration and entry fees will be collected when
'your entries are turned in. Contact The Rec (in the Pavilion)
~..for eligibility and details, or call 426-2447.

It's time for you to have a '.IFE as well as a college career,
so give us a call and see how hundreds of students have
achieved their collegiate goals while still enjoying their free time.
,
''':; •..,Cz; •••.
',';:,
Irs TIME TO cALL COCONUTSI
T
.. ~ ... ~~
208-385-9900

#1 party dancer provider
for
11 years running
www.coconutsenl.com (E·mail us at: coconuts@coconutsenl.ccm)

·
Free
·
Ping Pong All Day*

The Arbiter
(208) 345-8204

S10

00
Haircut

5 tans for S15
12 tans for S30

Come in and work off your winter blues.

W/BSU Activity card
Walk in or Appointment

Wednesday, May 22 • 7:30pm
The Pavilion
Boise State University
Ticket Outlets: All Select-A·Seatlocation
and PavilionBox OfIce
To Charge by Phone: Select-A-5eatat 208426-1766
Order On line At: www.ldahotlckets.com
Convience Fees mey epply
For More Infonnatlon,Call: Peoplefor Christ at
(509) 326-4501
Presentedby PEOPLE FOR CHRISTMINISTRY
Welcomedby 89.5 FM KTSY

Must be 21
Open S65 cIQ'S a year

so aaa-s am
4US.9thSt.

342-54"46
*Ping Pong lOam ·9 pm. Dancing starts at 10

pm.

426-0285
556 S. Vista In Vista Plaza

next to Jumpin

Janets
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Court Apts will be
bulldozed! Students
williosehouslng! Now
What? Call Housing
426-3986

1989 Ford Probe LX
New Paint Fully
Loaded Sun- roofCustom Wheels New
Tires $2795 863-2128

Own your home! 4

Wanted: College students & their dogs to
socialize with other
students & their dogs
If interested call
429-1756

1988 Mazda 323 Blue 4
Door Runs Great &
Clean 5 speed $1200
863-2128

1930's charm.
Hardwood floors,
quiet, dean1 BR
$41Omo/$4lOdep
Downstairs (cool in
summer) and 1 BR
$450 mo/$450dep
Upstairs Both avail
May 1 343-5249 or
841-5735

Fraternities Sororities
Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1000-2000 with
the E;asy
Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising
event. Does not
involve credit card
applications.
Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call
.today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Washer and Dryer for
sale good condition
$200 OBO 426-9477

BED-Queen Pi1lowtop
Mattress Set. New-still
in plastic, with warranty. Value $699, Sell
$176. Can deliver
866-7476

STUDENTSI
REMINDERI
I\sasu (426-1440) provides
FREE ATTORNEY
CONSULTAnoNS
with • local pnvale lawyer ft'l'
rnattlega! probleml you may
hav.,
Including:

C"AS85Ub"'~

... .wnll

M'Id.kM~CJf~

a LaUmIZ

L.. ~
CMe,1{l

UP,

For sale 89 Dodge
Caravan AC Heater
Radio $800 OBO
353-5771
i
j"j

,~l

I

· IDEAL
, EMPLOYMENT
...\hose who have excellent verbal
skills and need' a flexible
schedule ...

j

EXCUSE ME
fOR BEING
fLEXIBLE.

.1'

DOE5
THAT
50UND
LIKE AN
INSULT?

HOW ABOUT
ANY TUESDAY
THI5 YEf..R?
NO, I'M
BOOKED.

If I COULD'
DO MATH.
I WOULDN'T
BE WORKING
IN HUMAN'
RE50URCES.

..,

"

·T~DoIIar'OlIrep!~P41aw

.. ,..,

,

, Paid Training

•

~ ~TIJRNER& KLtlli

FREE UTILITIESI
FREE CABLE TVI

,y,

FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL (208) 376-4480

@ .

Norton Antivirus
Version 5.0 for Macs
$5 Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
Adobe Acrobat
Version 3.0 for Macs
$5.00 Call The Arbiter
@345·8204

For sale: mobile home,

2 bed, 2 bath, dose to
BSU. $19,900. Call 3431900 for more
information.

Cocktail Servers
Wanted Night Moves
388-1829 After 4 pm
Applications @4348
West State Street
SPB
Get hands on experience in the entertainment industry and get
paid for it. Pick up an
application @ Student
Activities in the SUB or'
call 426-1223

We're
working
How

ACROSS
1 Deli side dish
5 Flops
9 Adult polliwogs
14 Musical appendix
15 Isaac's eldest
16 Competitor
17 Mellows
18 Foresee
20 Tea brand
22 Bond's alma
mater
23 Was ahead
24 Insect's feeler
26 Omelet need
28 Mont_
30 Stinging weed
34 Analyze
chemically
37 Davenport spot
39 Japanese
sashes
40 "_ the night
before ..."
41 Upstairs storage
room
42 Take a
wilde mess
vacation
43 War vehicle
44 London gallery
45 Ohio rubber
center
46 Like broken
. promises
48 Warning signal
50 Difficult joumey
52 Concoct
56 Had a pizza
59
Domini
. 61 Parking structure
62 Stick-in-the-mud
65 Potter's oven
66 Put up with
67 Hard work
68 Oklahoma city
69 X- or R- follower
70 Sea eagle
71 Hardy heroine
DOWN
1l-a_(Milan
opera, house)
2 Record •
3 Skillful ...
4 Circular file
5 Actress Durbin
',6 JFK's service .

·1

about
you?
\"e

Arbiter
The Arbiter Is seeklnu InlereS
lor lall semester 2002.

Crossword

. branch.'·

CAN YOU GET THIS
DONE IN THIll..TV
DAYS?

·E~ l Weekendshifts~tMt

"

"I

,,_
.In,
-lltt

IMAGINE THIS:

1'1

l.,'
:j

DON'T I
ALWAyS?;.··..

."
Adobe Illustrator
Version 7.0 for Macs
. $15 Call The Arbiter
345-8204

TAKE
ADVANTAGEI
.~:~l

'Jli

$250 a day
potentiallbartending.
Training provided. 1800-293-3985 ext 223

Part time students
Live in a tum of the
century apt downtown
5 min walk to BSU
344-3856

MATIRESS-Queen
Orthopedic Set, Brand
new in pkg Value $550,
Sacrifice $133. 866-7476

11

v,.'

COULD WE AT LEA5T
PRETEND MY :rOB 15
U5EfUL?

I'M TRYING TO TAKE
OVER ANOTHER DEPARTMENT BY DOING
THEIR WORK. LATER
I'LL SAY THEIR MANAGER SHOULD REPORT
TO ME.

Work from home
500-2500!mo PT 30007000/mo Fr Trainiag., ,
Free info 800-311-5815
www.noboss
central.com
Bartenders needed.
Earn $150-250 per
night. No exp necessary. Call 866-291-1884
ext 435

2 bd apt newly remodeled in historic home
near St Luke's 612 East
Jefferson $595 all utilities paid No pets
/smoking 343-7749

Washer & Dryer.
Heavy Duty, large
capacity Whirlpool
washer and GE dryer.
Both white and work
. great! $300 OBO.,3440625, please leave a
message if there is no
answer.

Get free help with your
writing at the BSU
Writing Center LA-200,
426-1298

divorce/family law
landlord problems
child custody and
child support
collection and
. debt problems
personsllnJury and
Insurance
workmen's
compensstlon
claims
DUI/crlmlnal

Bdrm Mfg. Hm. Close
to Green Belt. $53,900.
433-9772 sherihone@
hotmail.com

64 Ford Falcon Futura
Great race car potential
$3200 Jeff @ 229-3505 .

I

UM ••• YOU GAVE ME AN
AS5IGNMENT THAT
ISN'T MY JOB AND
DOE5N'T NEED TO
BE DONE.

We are
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hohave
tlng and news·
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Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) ..Today is a 7 ..
Fame Is nice, fortunes can fade, but friendship
is forever. Forget an old misunderstanding, Let
the good times roll.
.
Today's Birthday (April 18). Don't throw
. Libra (Sept 23·0ct 22) - Today is a 7 ..
your money around this year: You'll be temptPull in the reins. Keep a lower profile.
ed, but you're much better oft investing in real
Somebody Important, and potentially critical, is
estate, or fixing up your home. Those are betlooking your way. Look busy. Nq giggling I .
ter ways to increase your fortunes and your
Scorpio (Oct. 23·Nov. 21) - Today isa 7security.
You're ready to advance to the next level, to
step outside the box. Old limitations look flimTo get the advantage, check the day's
sy, so push them aside. You're getting
rating: 10 is the .easiest day, 0 the most chal·
stronge~
.
lenging .
. Sagittarius (Nov. 22·P9C. 21) - Today is a
Aries (March 21-Aprll19) ..Today is a 6You may be just about wom out. Mental activi· 6 .. Is there something you need in order 'to
make your job easier? Something you can't
ty can be exhausting, too. Don't feel guilty
seem to find? Ask your partner or the sales
about resting.
rep
to get it for you.
Taurus (April 20·May 20) • Today Is a 7 Capricorn (Dec. 22~an. 19) ..Toda¥ is an
Continue to gather up the loot. The action Is
8 ..Love is In thEi air. If you join forces With
stili too hot and heavy for you to count it now.
somebody you care about. a difficult job
Just keep wheeling and dealing.
.becomes
fun. Don't waste money on romance.
Gemini (May 21..June21)- Today Is a 7 Instead, spend your time freely. ..
.
You're determined to succeed, but you'll need
'.Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18)- Today Is a 7
more than just enthusiasm. Add careful
• You'll really be In trouble If you don't get
.'
research and bU,dgetlng,and yoU'll have It
down
to
business
something
other
than
monmade.
".
. .
Cancer (June 22..July 22) • Today is a 7 .. key business, that is. For heav~n's sake, wipe
that grin off your faceL
·i...
....
.
Your plans should be coming together by now.
'. Places (Feb.,.19-March 20):.TOOay,lsa7.
There are still a few last~lnute things to be
. ;.,·'There are alotcifthingsyol1wlsh you had
done, No more procrastlnatlon. Take. action.
r
.',Leo (July 23-Aug;~h
TQ<iBYlsil7 '.0: You s8ld, but donlW<mY,abOutthiltl'loW •.You. , .
,have.a g~atllst of ~(rtI8fJ;NoWSOrt
....,! ..•..• .actlO!'isspeaklouderth8llwords.ShOW
one WhOmattenl'l1\08thoW YOI.lfee!.:
'.. .
through them: ~retullya~qn~urowltMuli
things overuntilrnsp~UonstriJte&·That<.
~.. >
(c) 2002, ~IBt~~:~~OIASE~~6E.SINC:,
.•...
:shOUld'happeti lateSundaY'::'i" ..•
:0;;;
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Solutions
7 Oasis fruit
,........,--.--...8 Connecting
s
rooms
9 Edge
10 Taylor or Torn
11 Track shape
12 Fence entrance
13 Luge or
toboggan
19 French brandy
21 Exclusively
25 Baker or Loos
27 Milieu of bulls
and bears
29 Terra follower
31 Slope ride
32 Oscar· night'
wheels' .
33 Cable letters .
34 Aleutian Island
35"
Lake"
56 In the distance
36 Went tolh8
49 KInd of socks
bottom
51 Coach Rockf1e . 57 BiQ, beocf .
..InstrUment
38 Brandish·
53 Slate to
.
5B:COrr&CtQalleys'
.;..w,,,,, remember?:
41 .oJoin'.the "I
un...
54C1trtisfrUlts' ..
605tench.·.····
45 Field 01 study
55· Rem' Bins'
. 63lke's'lnltlals
47 Off9reda-devout .
-,64;] ..QUdI101se.
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BOise Co-Op
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Snrint pes. City of Boise-Storm
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